
ICÔNE BELVAL
“ICÔNE” – AN 18,800 M² OFFICE BUILDING DEDICATED TO THE NEW WAY OF WORKING (NWOW) 
- IS ONE OF BESIX RED‘S LATEST REFERENCES IN LUXEMBOURG. LOCATED IN BELVAL, A 
FORMERLY INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT, THIS NEW DEVELOPMENT ILLUSTRATES THE COMPANY’S 
CLIENT-CENTRIC APPROACH AS WELL AS ITS VISION. CONCEPTUALLY INNOVATIVE, 
ARCHITECTURALLY AMBITIOUS, “ICÔNE” TAKES WORK EXPERIENCE TO A COMPLETELY NEW 
LEVEL WHILE JOINING IN THE GOVERNMENT’S EFFORTS IN THE EXPANSION OF BELVAL.  

The presence of BESIX RED in Belval is no coincidence. 

Considered as one of the most ambitious urban projects in 

Europe, Belval is an example of the revitalization of an industrial 

zone into a new city quarter led by Agora, a public-private 

development company (Luxembourg state and private steel 

Group ArcelorMittal). Described as a symbol of city renewal 

initiated by the government, the former industrial zone has 

undergone an exemplary conversion into an international pole 

of knowledge and research as well as a district providing high-

quality housing. 

BESIX RED’s decision to logically extend its activities to 

this new city quarter confirms the company’s vision as an 

urban developer as well as its expertise in identifying high-

potential sites: strategically located areas near facilities and 

communication nodes. “Somehow, ICÔNE reflects our tangible 

participation in the government’s approach to densification. 

The same way as we (re)invest at the train station district 

(a less established neighborhood) in the heart of Luxembourg-

“ICÔNE IS A CUSTOM-DESIGNED 
OFFICE DEVELOPMENT FOR 
USERS AND THEIR WELLBEING. 
IT RESULTS FROM A DEEP 
REFLECTION ON THE HUMAN 
BEING, THE FUTURE OF THE 
WORKPLACES, AND HOW 
INNOVATION CAN CONTRIBUTE 
TO CREATE NEW WORK 
EXPERIENCES.”  

GEOFFROY BERTRAND, DIRECTOR BESIX 
RED LUXEMBOURG

city with projects such as Soho, Impulse, Kons…, we also 

develop hubs on the outskirts”, explains Geoffroy Bertrand, 

Director BESIX RED Luxembourg. “ICÔNE is located on one of 

the last sites within the already developed epicenter of Belval. 

The flow generated by the university and business district 

(Deloitte, Pictet Bank, RBC Investor Services Bank, …) but also 

by the railway station, shopping center (Plaza), restaurants, 

creates a real dynamism in this area and ensures a prime 

location for our future office development.”

RECONNECTING PEOPLE

Consistent with BESIX RED’s client-centric approach, ICÔNE 

is the result of its intention to add a more human dimension 

to its developments. Besides sustainability, wellbeing at work 

is another major concern of the developer. “Our concept has 

been designed from the inside to the outside, by first imagining 

spaces - such as informal meeting areas - that reconnect 

people”, explains Florian Esnault, Senior Project Manager BESIX 

RED. “Then, we wrapped those with an iconic architecture 

that also provides a high level of comfort while maximizing 

performances and productivity of the users”.

Redefining tomorrow’s workplaces, the 18,800 m² new office 

building embodies the New Way of Working. One which is 

flexible, interactive and co-creative. “ICÔNE is a custom-

designed office development for users and their wellbeing. It 

results from a deep reflection on the human being, the future of 

the workplaces, and how innovation can contribute to create 

new work experiences”, comments Geoffroy Bertrand. “By 

optimizing spaces and flexibility, integrating new technologies, 

ICÔNE offers qualitative spaces which encourage co-creation, 

interaction and connectivity. Its purpose is to re-create a sense 

of community”, pursues the Director.

Far from a common workplace, the next generation office 

building integrates the latest innovations and technologies in 

terms of construction and working environment (BREEAM 

EXCELLENT), enabling the building to evolve over time. 

Intended as a place for active life and encounter, it offers 

17,500 m² office spaces dedicated to the latest work trends, 

such as co-working and certain forms of so-called “nomadism”. 

Next to interior and exterior terraces, another 1,500 m² is 

dedicated to restaurants and retail spaces.

“Beyond traditional office spaces, the conception of the 

building allows a wide range of surfaces (from 200 m² up to 

3,000 m² per floor), as suitable for several start-ups as for the 

future headquarters of one single tenant”, describes Patrick 

De Meirleir, engineer and Deputy Technical Director BESIX RED.

Designed by internationally renowned architects Foster + 

Partners and Luxembourgish Beiler François Fritsch, the 

transparent architecture is inspired by Belval’s rich industrial 

heritage and offers a bright work and living environment. 

The structure is arranged with two wings that enclose the 

all-glass atrium; an open and green space forming the social 

and environmental heart of the building. The entire volume is 

wrapped by a distinctive orthogonal facade and a glass roof, 

playing of transparency, light, openness and completing the 

development’s industrial look. 

“The building’s large flexibility of fitting out and its design - 

its glass walls, atypical facade and glass ceiling - involved 

exhaustively detailed architectural plans as well as a specific 

coordination. Not only between all project’s stakeholders but 

also on the legal level; with Luxembourgish law and local 

regulations”, concludes Patrick De Meirleir.

“THE CHALLENGE WAS TO 
CREATE A BUILDING THAT 
WAS OPEN AND FLEXIBLE, 
RESPONDING TO THE 
CONTEMPORARY PATTERNS 
OF WORK IN TODAY’S 
ORGANISATIONS WHILE ALSO 
RESPECTING THE SITE’S 
INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE.”

DARREN HAYLOCK,  
PARTNER FOSTER + PARTNERS      

18,800 m² 
OFFICE BUILDING DEDICATED TO THE 
NEW WAY OF WORKING
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